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Title: Diosdado Sama y Hinupas and Bandy Masanglay y Aceveda vs. People of the
Philippines

Facts:
Diosdado Sama y Hinupas and Bandy Masanglay y Aceveda, along with Demetrio Masanglay
y Aceveda, were accused of violating Section 77 of Presidential Decree 705 (the Revised
Forestry Code of the Philippines) for cutting a Dita tree without the necessary permit. By
the Information dated May 27, 2005, they supposedly acted on March 15, 2005, in Barangay
Calangatan,  San  Teodoro,  Oriental  Mindoro.  The  accused,  asserting  their  heritage  as
members of the Iraya-Mangyan tribe, contested the charge, highlighting their governed
rights under the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 (RA 8371). Despite their motion to
quash, the trial proceeded, leading to their conviction by the Regional Trial Court (RTC) of
Calapan  City,  Oriental  Mindoro.  The  RTC  established  beyond  reasonable  doubt  the
unpermitted logging of timber, dismissing the defense’s claim of ancestral domain rights.
The accused’s appeal to the Court of Appeals (CA) upheld the RTC’s decision, dismissing
their claim over ancestral domain rights due to lack of concrete evidence proving their
Iraya-Mangyan identity and the specific land’s status within such ancestral domain.

Issues:
1. Whether the accused’s ethnicity as Iraya-Mangyan IPs was sufficiently proven to establish
their claim over the land.
2. Whether the elements of violation of Section 77 of PD 705, as amended, were proven
beyond reasonable doubt, including whether:
a. The Dita tree qualifies as timber.
b. The tree was cut from a type of land requiring State authorization for logging.
c. The logging activity was conducted without the necessary State authority.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court acquitted Diosdado Sama y Hinupas, Bandy Masanglay y Aceveda, and
by extension, Demetrio Masanglay y Aceveda, based on reasonable doubt regarding their
violation of Section 77 of PD 705 as amended. The Court found that the prosecution failed to
prove beyond reasonable doubt the absence of State authority for the accused to cut the
Dita tree. It highlighted the peculiar situation of Indigenous Peoples under the IPRA Law,
recognizing  their  ancestral  domain  claims  and  the  rights  therein  without  expressly
excluding such ancestral domains from the ambit of Section 77 of PD 705, as amended.
Nonetheless, the decision was anchored on the presence of reasonable doubt on whether
the act of cutting the Dita tree was performed without any authority since IPs have been
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recognized to have a sui generis ownership over their ancestral domains and lands, allowing
for cultural practices including the utilization of resources found within these domains.

Doctrine:
The Court reiterates the principle that in criminal cases,  guilt  must be proven beyond
reasonable  doubt.  Additionally,  it  implicitly  recognizes  the  complex  interplay  between
environmental protection laws and Indigenous Peoples’ rights under their customary laws
and the IPRA, emphasizing the need to carefully consider Indigenous cultural practices and
rights within the ambit of state regulation, particularly in cases concerning the utilization of
natural resources within ancestral domains.

Class Notes:
– In criminal law, the burden of proof lies with the prosecution to establish the defendant’s
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
– Presidential Decree No. 705 (the Revised Forestry Code of the Philippines) Section 77
outlines  the prohibition against  cutting,  collecting,  or  removing timber or  other  forest
products without a corresponding permit from governmental authorities.
– Indigenous Peoples Rights Act of 1997 (Republic Act No. 8371) customs and claims over
ancestral domains may influence legal proceedings, though not conclusively exempting IPs
from compliance with national laws, especially those related to environmental protection.

Historical Background:
This  case  highlights  the  evolving  recognition  of  Indigenous  Peoples’  rights  within  the
Philippine  legal  framework,  juxtaposed  with  the  country’s  environmental  conservation
efforts.  The  Indigenous  Peoples  Rights  Act  of  1997  marked  a  significant  legislative
acknowledgment of Indigenous communities’ rights to their ancestral domains, including
sustainable management of their natural resources. However, as demonstrated in this case,
the  application  of  these  rights  in  specific  legal  contexts,  particularly  concerning
environmental  laws  like  PD 705,  introduces  complex  legal  questions  about  Indigenous
autonomy, environmental conservation, and state authority.


